Within four months of entrusting her training and racing to Dave Tune’s coaching expertise,
Team Blizard’s Sarah Lowery broke her 10k, half marathon and marathon PBs in such
emphatic style that she is now ranked in the top 20 in the UK!

When Team Blizard’s Sarah Lowery broke the finisher’s tape at the Yorkshire marathon on Sunday,
clinching an emphatic win in a huge 2:45:53 PB, it represented the pinnacle of our clinic’s lactate
threshold success stories.
The 34-year-old Sheffield star had by no means had the perfect 2016 - having fallen and broken
her elbow at the Retford half marathon in March, crushing bones as well as confidence levels - but
her sheer determination, focus and unquestioning belief in the power of threshold running, together
with expert coaching and guidance from Dave Tune, culminated in her knocking a massive nine
minutes off her already classy PB from last October.
Sarah first came to the clinic in January 2015 with the aim of breaking three hours for the London
marathon, after meeting Dave at the previous month’s Yorkshire cross country championships.

Dave recalls that first meeting, and her first lactate threshold test: “Her PB at that point was
3.00.01, so I told her that we would work on her sprint finish! After her first test I could see she had
a very fast marathon in her, although I’m not sure she believed me!”

Sarah enjoying one of her first lactate
threshold tests at the Blizard clinic

Tellingly, when Sarah did indeed go onto break three hours for the first time last April - running a
superb 2:57:30 - she did it off the back of just over three months’ worth of heart rate training,
having been unable to run at all for the second half of 2014 because of an IT band injury.
Dave was impressed with her work ethic and attention to detail with regards to the test stats, and,
with further lactate tests, she ran another lifetime best of 2:54:57 at York last October.
“Sarah was clearly very good at organising her programme around her other commitments,” he
adds. “She had another test in January to ensure she was training the best she could ahead of the
London marathon. Sadly, her elbow break ruled her out, which inevitably affected her confidence
for a while, but, as soon as she was able to run again, she came back to the clinic in June with a
bid to get fit for Sunday’s Yorkshire marathon.
“It was then that she decided to formally join the coaching programme, to enable us to work very
closely together, as we both felt that this is what she needed to help her regain form and
confidence.”

Sarah explains why she felt Dave could help her reach the form of her life:
“I wanted to get to the start line of the York marathon knowing I could not have done any more,
plus I knew I wasn’t running the times that I was capable of. I’d been HR training for a year and a
half, and wanted to take it to the next level. Being coached was the next logical step.
“I benefitted from having a weekly schedule set by Dave, which I completed and sent back my
training diary each Sunday for review, allowing him to then set the next week’s training.
“The plan changed depending on how the previous week’s training had gone. For example, I was
initially meant to do a longer threshold run the week after the York half, but, because Dave was
happy with the race figures, this session was dropped. I also benefitted from having to review each
session, as it meant that I couldn’t not do sessions, and also that any issues were picked up early for example, if my legs were starting to fatigue, I would be advised to drink more fluids, or up my
protein intake.”
Within just four months of Sarah joining forces with Dave, she went onto break PBs for 10k, half
marathon and the marathon.

In September, the Sheffield accountant knocked more than a minute off her 10k best at Wilne with
a 37:01 result, followed by an astonishing 79:53 PB at the York half. By then she knew she was in
the shape of her life, but perhaps even more incredible was how accurate Dave’s predictions were
for her race times, based on her test results.
Sarah explains: “Dave was just one second off with his prediction for my 10k, and seven seconds
off for the half marathon! These predictions came off the back of five tests in total, all of which
showed I was making improvements bar the one from this June, which was clearly soon after my
elbow injury. Back then, my lactate threshold pace was 6:34min/mile. Two weeks out from the York
marathon, it was 5:50 pace, proving I’d made significant improvements in my fitness levels.”
How exactly did Sarah so perfectly put her lactate threshold test stats into her training and racing?
“I was running over 70 miles a week, doing three threshold sessions every week and didn’t miss a
single session, so I knew I was in PB shape for each of these races”, she says.

Sarah enjoying more race success at
Mansfield even before her breakthrough

Dave adds that because she followed his training plan to the letter, he was able to make such
accurate predictions: “The huge amounts of data we had from her tests coupled with her race
performances allowed us to very accurately predict what may be possible come race day.
“If I can logically show her she can do something, she takes on the task and gives it her everything,
which is a quality I have only seen in a few individuals I have had the pleasure to work with.
“In her final test before York, we looked at all the data and training we had built up together, and
were quietly confident of something very special come Sunday, and the night before I was
delighted to hear that she was relaxed and excited to race the next day.
“As we travelled to York that Sunday morning to watch Sarah and the other Team Blizard athletes
in action, I think I was more nervous than her!”
Sarah knew he had nothing to be nervous about - her last test had confirmed she was in PB
shape, and she knew exactly what to do on the day.
She adds: “Dave knew precisely what HR reading I needed to stay at or below based on my
training stats, so my race plan was highly personalised, as well as allowing for me to run my
preferred progressive style of racing on the day.”
How did it feel to be in the lead at the York marathon, we wonder, and to ultimately win a major city
marathon in front of dozens of TV cameras?

“The first few miles were chaotic because of the Channel 4 film crews, but I made sure I stuck to
the race plan,” Sarah points out. “Although I had to run in a large group, I managed to stick to my
HR zone.

“For me the race couldn’t have gone any better. I did have to keep a very close eye on my HR to
ensure it wasn’t too high, but, because I ran progressively, I was overtaking a lot of people
throughout the race, which was very motivating. My main aim for York was to break 2:50, so the
win was a bonus. I was also only three seconds outside of Dave’s predicted time!”
Dave was understandably emotional when his coached athlete excelled so impressively in front of
his eyes: “It was great to get to the finish line so soon after Sarah had finished - I was almost
tearful with joy for her as we snatched a few words before she was whisked off for interviews,
having won the race and £1500 better off!”

So what’s next for our lactate ace?
“I need to get my elbow fixed as there is a large hole and the plate is completely visible,” she
explains. “I would like to do a few more races this year, including the Percy Pud 10k and some
cross country, but my main focus is to determine with Dave whether to aim for a sub-2:45 in
London next year, or concentrate on further revising my 10k and half marathon PBs.”
Needless to say, Sarah is fully committed to lactate threshold training, and explains why:
“It is tough, but it’s important to remember to take a long term approach to training rather than short
term. For me, it factors in other factors, and means I am not able to over-train, which could happen
if I trained to pace. Crucially, I haven’t had a single running injury since starting HR training.”
Sarah’s last point is an essential one to grasp. Aside from a clear accident at Retford, she has
been able to train consistently in her personal heart rate zones, and enjoyed regular
communication with Dave about every aspect of her training, thus allowing him to adapt her
programme whenever necessary to ensure she reached her peak at exactly the right time. How
many other coaches can boast such an incredible success rate, not to mention the almost exact
race time predictions?
Fittingly, it is Dave who sums up his talented athlete when he pays tribute to her strong
characteristics that enabled her to take to her threshold training so successfully.
“It is an absolute pleasure to coach Sarah - she is tough, determined, and very single minded in
her approach to her training,” he adds.
It’s quite simple though, isn’t it. Lactate training pays off. Don’t put up with below par race results
any longer. Book in for your test today and reap the rewards of individual heart rate training, and
who knows, one day you could be winning races like Sarah!

